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$ php select_article.php  
Please enter the number of articles to select: 100 
100 random articles selected. (Showing co-authors and URLs): 
1 (21015) syntax-based semi-supervised named entity tagging 
2 (771260) a locally-organized parser for spoken input 
3 (927006) an nc algorithm for the clique cover problem in cocomparability graphs and 
its application 
4 (602981) facetransfer: a system model of facial image rendering 
5 (734008) home page 
6 (985385) polynomial decomposition algorithms 
 Figure 2: XML Import Parser Example   
Table 1: Citation Distribution Information in DBLP  
Publication Type Records Percentage 
Journals 439,171 37.21% 
Proceedings 718,349 60.86% 
Books 1,425 0.12% 
Collections 8,419 0.71% 
PhD Thesis 90 0.01% 
Master Thesis 8 0.00% 
WWW Sites 12,818 1.09% 






Publication Type Records Percentage 
Journals 713 4.37% 
Proceedings 2,586 15.83% 
Books 78 0.48% 
Collections 41 0.25% 
PhD Thesis 90 0.55% 
Master Thesis 8 0.05% 
WWW Sites 12,818 78.47% 
Total 16,334 100.00%  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4.2.2 Representing the Host Frequency  
   As stated in Section 4.1, these experiments explore the degree to which author and co‐author names along with the base URL of the servers that host the article can be used with a clustering algorithm to predict the journal or conference name. The article's base URL presented several challenges in accurately selecting the most appropriate, representative, and informative URLs to represent the article. Akin to any classical information retrieval problem, we must ensure that we did not collect a list of the URLs resulting in increased recall that introduces "noise" into the algorithm.  Noisy data would include URLs that do not provide useful information as to the primary location of the servers that hosts the article online.  We modeled a modified form of the term frequency x inverse document frequency (tf‐idf), where we divide the document frequency of the URL selection by the log of the inverse URL frequency.  However, instead of using terms from the corpus, we are using the unique Internet Protocol address of the server that hosts the article.   Table 3: DBLP Most Prolific Authors  Rank  Name  DBLP  Evans 
1  Yu, Philip  535  535 
2  Wang, Wei  482  481 
3  Chin‐Chen Chang  480  469 
4  Elisa Bertino  468  466 
5  Thomas S. Huang  458  459 
6  Edwin R. Hancock  437  438 
7  Grzegorz Rozenberg  433  431 
8  Sudhakar M. Reddy  431  428 
9  Wen Gao  416  416 
10  Alberto L. Sangiovanni‐Vincentelli  414  415 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 The first sample, sample A (see Table 4) used the random sampling method presented in Section 4.2.1 to select the candidate articles.  The algorithm created fifty clusters using the clustering features described in Section 4.3.2.  We manually examined each of the K‐means algorithm's clusters.  If the clustering approach worked, each cluster should include a set of articles that have the same journal or conference name.    The values bolded in Table 5 represent an exact match for an author or IP address and values in italics indicate highly likely candidates because of a high level of data similarity.  For instance, the IP address 171.64.68.10 and 171.64.75.45 are not the same address, but share many of the same base address characteristics; they are within 65,534 addresses of each other and have the same class B subnet.   Sample A contained 65 articles (54%) from conferences and 56 articles (46%) from journals, two articles were omitted from this sample due to database importing issues.  As stated above, we selected the articles in this sample at random, 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resulting in seven article pairs that were from the same journal or conference (denoted in orange); the algorithm did not have access to the journal or conference names. The clustering algorithm did not place any of the matching articles in the same cluster.  Overall, this sample A contains few articles with highly likely candidate features (less than 12%), but we anticipated this lack of similarity because the remaining articles are drawn different journals and conferences.    Table 4: Sample A ‐ Manual Analysis of Clusters from a Random Set of Journals and Conferences 




165.123.34.126  130.82.101.38  128.2.203.164  j yang  q li  International Journal of Computer Vision 
134.84.135.153  129.97.86.229  141.51.167.67  d cuesta‐frau  m hern¿¿¿¿ndez‐fenollosa  conf/iciar 
193.2.123.5  136.199.54.125  130.82.43.1  m kannen  m leischner  *1 HMD ‐ Praxis Wirtschaftsinform. 193.194.158.174  64.79.161.47  136.199.54.125  j cowie  l oteniya  conf/iceis 
130.82.101.132  141.51.167.67  136.199.54.125  p wognum  r jardim‐gon¿¿¿¿alves  conf/ispe 146.48.87.136  143.167.100.186  94.23.23.174  p clough  a al‐maskari  conf/clef 208.69.40.118  64.14.68.65  134.76.74.100  d wishart  r yang  In Silico Biology 130.203.133.36  129.130.10.48  128.220.13.101  t amtoft  a banerjee  Sci. Comput. Program.       c louwrens  s solms  conf/sec 202.41.92.139  128.2.203.164  137.132.80.51  j jouannaud  e kounalis  conf/lics 136.199.55.186  139.6.138.20    s schierholz  e windisch  IWBS Report 
157.193.140.25  195.134.65.118  140.98.194.135  a barbieri  g colavolpe 
IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications 132.241.82.63  128.171.194.70  72.246.48.32  m walji  j zhang  *2 conf/hicss 144.124.0.99  158.125.1.136  128.101.35.199  q meng  m lee  Neurocomputing 78.46.52.79  72.246.48.32  137.226.34.227  g gui  h kienle  conf/iwpc 72.9.156.208  150.65.5.208  130.64.20.7  h yoshida  t shigenobu  conf/kes 69.5.195.211  128.220.138.120  98.131.133.89  m roula  a bouridane  conf/isbi 149.132.176.38  159.149.130.205  148.4.2.231  h van  a trentini  conf/seke 
152.78.189.29  209.164.14.187  152.78.68.142  l wang  t kazmierski  conf/iastedCCS 202.161.41.198  128.125.163.169  128.250.37.111  s nutanong  e tanin  conf/dasfaa 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130.203.36.210  130.49.220.23  114.240.114.60  s kim  n vijaykrishnan  conf/islped 146.193.39.30  130.161.37.202  128.32.244.168  j fernandes  m silva  conf/iscas 129.10.32.93  203.159.0.13  129.81.224.51  v deligiannis  s manesis  conf/etfa 140.112.18.7  216.47.152.246  202.141.68.6  a shrivastava  m kumar  conf/vlsid 169.237.114.218  212.201.44.37  128.120.246.26  s park  l linsen  IEEE Trans. Vis. Comput. Graph. 155.98.65.24  132.67.252.100  128.2.203.164  h connamacher  m molloy  conf/focs 152.66.70.16  130.161.254.58  137.132.80.57  g patan¿¿¿¿  m russo  Inf. Sci. 
131.114.9.224  209.62.47.32  140.116.82.34  j verd¿¿¿¿  j garc¿¿¿¿a 
SIGARCH Computer Architecture News 192.150.18.101  96.7.106.53  171.67.22.33  a laursen  j olkin  conf/compcon 130.237.225.198  78.47.80.59  128.171.224.100  m palm¿¿¿¿r  a naeve  conf/iccs 204.111.14.150  130.235.64.101  165.123.34.126  s crudge  f johnson  *3 JASIST 128.248.155.210  130.126.140.41  128.105.7.26  r iyer  z kalbarczyk  conf/dsn 64.207.133.151  195.82.124.124  158.182.9.1  y fung  c li  conf/iat 128.230.109.13  63.84.220.233  141.217.48.33  w shi  z tang  conf/hipc 210.32.0.229  132.198.19.37  130.233.215.199  g ge  c lam  J. Comb. Theory, Ser. A 78.136.19.25  64.34.197.170  216.87.188.9  c greco    conf/cmg 
      j segen    conf/ijcai 
      s agostino    Theor. Comput. Sci. 129.107.52.7  130.239.40.24  74.220.219.64  s hegner    conf/pods 193.63.84.78  130.75.87.35  93.93.131.33  w adams    Artif. Intell. Law 
12.155.161.151  171.64.73.43  94.23.23.174  d gay  p levis  ACM Trans. Embedded Comput. Syst. 128.9.160.27  209.216.212.21  64.170.98.32  i bisio  m marchese  Computer Networks 
209.195.157.80  64.74.98.80  194.9.84.183  d cojocaru  a karlsson  Advances in Engineering Software 208.97.177.125  128.30.76.82  129.64.2.21  d abadi  d carney  conf/sigmod 140.127.112.21  205.178.152.3  137.189.90.239  c huang  j pan  conf/iih‐msp 192.103.19.5  64.170.98.32  130.75.87.35  h kim  b oh  conf/cms 144.214.6.167  211.222.57.208  140.126.3.102  j fan  x jia  Algorithmica 129.10.68.74  193.136.138.3  136.165.40.9  s tari  j shah  conf/iccv 132.170.108.1  128.125.4.76  140.98.193.112  n haering  r qian  *4 conf/icmcs 67.205.27.87  129.132.80.110  152.2.131.244  j anderson    Acta Inf. 128.187.48.9  141.142.2.216  171.66.120.77  m ando    IEICE Transactions 155.246.66.29  128.59.48.24  68.181.201.23  w chen  u mitra  conf/icc 69.61.60.58  207.235.4.158  209.237.233.125  h fr¿¿¿¿hlich  m fellmann  Bioinformatics 128.91.40.49  128.135.72.38  130.126.108.21  r ghrist  d koditschek  CoRR 137.226.34.227  128.105.121.60  136.199.54.125  h thoma  h mayr  Angewandte Informatik 155.207.48.20  136.199.54.125  136.199.55.186  x wang  null  conf/accv 65.61.12.151  128.30.52.51  132.65.16.18  n tishby  null  conf/dis 140.141.2.5  202.161.41.198  132.74.10.59  l agussurja  h lau  conf/iat 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208.113.208.243  139.140.14.91  141.218.143.20  l arge  l toma  conf/spaa 128.100.48.11  160.45.137.85  143.239.201.140  j beck  m fox  Artif. Intell. 128.32.48.151  205.157.169.120  203.92.211.161  y chang  y kang  conf/ijcnn 216.10.195.47  38.113.1.102  131.96.101.178  p howard  null  conf/fjcc 137.148.142.62  128.97.92.177  171.67.22.33  w mccartney  n sridhar  conf/sensys 216.245.180.101  66.220.18.178  203.248.159.9  f eisenbrand  f grandoni  *5 conf/icalp 212.67.202.199  128.232.233.16  209.73.187.137  p math¿¿¿¿  null  J. Complexity 141.66.176.200  91.198.174.203  213.212.74.227  a maiti  m maiti  Int. J. Comput. Math. 209.132.201.31  65.214.43.44  78.129.155.6  p chow  w jia  conf/pdpta 128.240.150.127  206.180.225.34  129.97.7.159  j fetzer  null  *6 Commun. ACM 130.65.86.46  208.237.178.123  128.30.52.51  f bry  m kraus  conf/ah 66.33.196.210  160.45.117.200  171.64.74.243  c gr¿¿¿¿pl  h pr¿¿¿¿mel  Discrete Applied Mathematics 130.73.108.4  128.120.246.26  130.203.135.66  x zhang    Int. J. Hum.‐Comput. Stud. 207.136.10.135  139.78.113.1  128.178.156.38  p cremonese  s giordano  conf/imsa 193.136.19.20  129.7.174.100  67.18.147.42  ¿¿ ribeiro  j fernandes  conf/ecbs 192.18.97.62  192.150.18.101  72.5.124.55  a zamulin    conf/dagstuhl 143.229.6.44  164.76.102.53  143.89.44.246  r krovetz    conf/sigir 128.2.108.203  137.104.129.136  152.2.1.217  b raphael    conf/egice 157.1.32.51  146.176.222.142  128.200.9.26  i satoh    Cluster Computing 
213.191.194.4  198.65.11.82  143.210.72.22  d guelev    Electr. Notes Theor. Comput. Sci. 146.186.90.90  129.186.52.80  130.232.203.6  t laihonen    Eur. J. Comb. 205.157.169.118  155.245.93.1  130.194.64.145  k jr.    IEEE Computer 208.68.167.134  67.196.156.31  128.112.132.86  j warner    *3 JASIST 170.149.173.130  96.7.97.62  66.235.120.98  v agrawal    J. Electronic Testing 
69.20.66.162  69.20.70.239  169.145.6.65  j jeng    conf/wecwis 81.169.145.86  69.49.101.51  207.173.206.25  a prior    J. Symb. Log. 131.130.1.78  128.84.158.74  128.135.11.125  v plisko    Ann. Pure Appl. Logic 64.13.192.193  209.34.241.68  198.45.25.111  e prabhakar    conf/lisa 
128.200.64.26  192.88.209.244  129.7.240.35  c kahn    conf/nspw 216.235.79.13  64.191.203.30  8.5.0.172  r charette    *6 Commun. ACM 134.2.14.42  192.150.186.14  128.119.240.19  a rosenberg    conf/awoc 
141.51.167.67  202.96.51.220  136.199.54.125  t schraml  e schoop  *1 HMD ‐ Praxis Wirtschaftsinform. 80.82.137.233  206.131.241.137  171.66.120.76  t suda  y yemini  Computer Communications 128.100.11.60  128.135.8.186  137.189.97.85  m ashihara  s abe  conf/icann 66.255.97.26  64.225.158.79  62.128.138.93  v vatsa  s sural  conf/iciss 125.141.224.207  128.255.44.51  171.64.22.133  z manna  r waldinger  *5 conf/icalp 70.87.146.55  209.133.21.164  140.185.15.228  f henley  h choi  conf/itc 204.152.149.5  128.119.244.5  124.16.137.58  d lime  o roux  conf/rtss 96.7.107.9  147.65.1.22  193.63.84.78  l velho  j gomes  conf/sibgrapi 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141.211.144.188  209.237.233.125  171.66.120.20  k li  b sanctuary 
Journal of Chemical Information and Computer Sciences 
208.70.245.189  65.79.173.117  128.197.153.21  m jafari  m zhou 
IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Part B 128.195.1.83  63.252.83.127  130.65.150.51  t kunert  h kr¿¿¿¿mker  conf/hci 209.132.230.51  131.215.229.145  76.12.178.82  p dechpichai  p davy  conf/aiprf 
69.5.195.195  208.113.243.93  130.159.187.223  n shulman  m feder 
IEEE Transactions on Information Theory 192.12.69.4  66.218.77.68  128.148.32.110  c friedrich  m houle  conf/gd 134.117.27.24  192.20.225.32  128.205.32.53  s akl  b bhattacharya  *7 Parallel Algorithms Appl. 193.136.166.90  129.120.87.240  128.192.251.7  a kishimoto  n sturtevant  conf/atal 91.210.88.245  143.106.12.174  207.56.179.232  r carr  w hart  conf/gecco 65.55.194.74  149.169.31.10  206.130.107.51  c lucarz  m mattavelli  *4 conf/icmcs 140.208.31.101  63.118.7.100  217.115.194.84  b bergen  g wellein  *7 Parallel Algorithms Appl. 137.45.3.1  128.238.24.12  93.93.131.33  j chase  e oakes  conf/sigcse 192.87.172.73  156.56.94.2  141.58.125.71  v huynh  m ryoke  conf/ifsa 216.218.185.154  174.36.28.11  210.150.254.122  z wu  h li  conf/aina 128.194.146.101  128.174.244.220  128.220.13.101  d challou  d boley  conf/icra 128.32.192.116  129.49.108.11  128.196.27.130  m dror  y lee  Int. J. Comput. Geometry Appl. 130.237.32.143  130.243.85.68  129.88.43.46  m t¿¿¿¿rngren  d chen  conf/euromicro 
129.174.69.30  129.174.1.15  129.174.1.13  r michalski  l kerschberg  J. Intell. Inf. Syst. 12.180.48.226  134.214.142.10  198.81.200.2  c grasset‐simon  g damiand  Pattern Recognition 
64.46.130.10  140.98.194.139  89.31.1.164  e falletti  f sellone 
Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing 137.110.119.52  75.126.86.8  140.98.194.146  t pande  d love  conf/globecom 131.204.2.251  148.129.75.8  128.197.153.21  p balasubramanian  g wyner  *2 conf/hicss 133.25.90.34  192.1.100.20  114.240.114.60  r huang  j ma  conf/ispan 128.111.221.123  128.120.246.26  206.131.241.137  f jr.  m kubo  conf/vr    The function of the second sample, sample B (see Table 5) was to measure how well the K‐means clustering approach partitioned articles from the sample journal.  The algorithm, similar to sample A, created fifty‐clusters using the clustering features described in Section 4.3.2.  The only alteration from sample A 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was that we selected the articles at random from the journal Parallel Computing.  Again, we performed a manual inspection of each of the final clusters, and indicated exact matches from an author or IP address in bold and likely features used for clustering in italic.   Seven different article pairs exists from the same journal or conference, the mappings are as follows:  *1  HMD ‐ Praxis Wirtschaftsinform *2  Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences *3  Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology *4  International Conference on Multimedia Computing and Systems *5  International Colloquium on Automata, Languages and Programming *6  Communications of the ACM *7  Parallel Algorithms and Applications  The question marks in the author or journal and conference names indicate a Unicode conversion error during the data pre‐processing phase (see Figure 4 for example and refer to Section 6.1.1 for implications). 
  Sample B created fewer one article clusters (42% of all clusters) than Sample A, which had more individual article clusters (60%).  Sample B also produced 18‐exact matches used to assign articles into the same clusters, as opposed to only 2‐exact matches in Sample A, because articles in Sample B are more likely to be written by the same author.  In contrast to Sample A, seven clusters in sample B contain articles on related topics. 













% Prob  IP Address A  IP Address B  IP Address C  Author A  Author B 0.9928  129.118.162.211  130.39.186.110  171.66.120.125  m balduccini  e pontelli 0.9853  87.236.232.147  146.164.34.2  128.180.120.39  m angelaccio  m colajanni 0.9927  130.192.9.200  193.63.84.78  202.96.51.220  c anglano  c casetti 0.9949  130.82.101.132  198.81.200.2  74.220.219.64  m ashworth  f foelkel 0.9841  141.51.167.67  136.199.54.125  null  e adamides  p tsalides 0.9887  171.66.120.79  12.104.88.66  137.132.80.51  s akl  k qiu 0.9873  130.15.1.11  129.177.16.249  155.101.98.136  s akl  h schmeck 0.9826  209.73.219.100  128.183.61.67  131.215.145.41  g aloisio  m cafaro 0.9942  150.65.5.208  136.199.54.125  69.93.12.187  t altman  y igarashi 0.9960  195.221.162.126  129.175.15.11  171.64.68.10  e bampis  c delorme 0.9961  130.251.61.252  194.42.16.25  128.59.18.180  f ancona  s rovetta 0.9923  209.132.213.141  128.111.234.156  141.217.43.45  e aarts  j korst 0.9916  137.151.27.1  198.81.200.2  171.64.75.45  m bessenrodt‐weberpals  h weberpals 0.9990  74.54.1.132  132.208.138.223  129.175.15.11  j allouche  f haeseler 0.9923  129.12.4.59  128.192.251.7  198.81.200.2  g bader  e gehrke 0.9987  131.175.1.159  193.51.208.78  212.189.136.200  w andreoni  a curioni 0.9963  130.34.184.58  142.137.245.69  146.87.255.31  h abbas  m bayoumi 0.9962  38.108.68.66  65.79.173.117  155.69.254.74  m aref  m tayyib 0.9998  130.104.62.18  129.2.56.181  212.189.136.200  a averbuch  l ioffe 0.9981  144.174.16.100  160.36.58.108  141.51.167.67  r ii  l storc 0.9962  146.83.7.3  131.155.70.190  160.36.58.108  e ch.  m kiwi 0.9960  91.198.174.203  208.113.243.93  128.30.2.79  m bahi  j miellou 0.9987  129.127.43.96  129.12.4.59  128.186.122.19  s aluru  g prabhu 0.9994  128.174.231.193  128.227.205.212  160.36.58.108  p amestoy  i duff 0.9983  128.178.159.110  128.101.190.11  128.55.6.34  r ii  l storc 0.9985  150.214.108.158  62.108.136.30  62.128.138.93  e alba  g luque 0.9980  140.172.12.69  140.221.9.215  140.221.9.85  c baillie  j michalakes 0.9999  129.34.20.108  128.174.252.84  129.34.20.3  v bala  j bruck 0.9989  130.207.222.95  134.88.14.211  155.101.98.136  e bampis  j k√∂nig 0.9998  18.85.45.88  131.114.3.18  204.14.91.24  b bacci  m danelutto 0.9995  128.138.249.54  129.119.70.169  128.101.35.204  m amer  b abdel‐hamida 0.9980  128.149.128.145  128.148.160.10  128.174.231.193  d balsara  c norton 1.0000  171.64.163.184  130.238.168.34  193.146.115.82  p aumann  h barnewitz 0.9969  195.176.176.154  74.125.45.137  147.96.1.15  s bandini  m magagnini 0.9999  12.176.28.10  204.121.6.21  128.172.10.65  s bandini  g mauri 0.9999  209.132.213.141  140.177.205.55  141.211.189.46  s bandini  g mauri 0.9999  130.37.20.20  193.48.96.20  140.221.9.85  o aumage  l boug√? 0.9996  216.146.212.152  147.83.30.101  128.6.4.24  e ayguad√?  j garcia 0.9983  128.197.15.10  130.207.7.208  128.2.203.164  h azaria  y elovici 0.9994  132.68.115.2  160.36.58.108  155.101.98.136  j andersen  g mitra 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0.9999  129.125.14.65  152.1.24.47  128.193.4.112  a attanasio  j cordeau 0.9995  152.81.144.29  193.136.28.36  194.9.84.183  j bahi  s contassot‐vivier 0.9999  130.216.27.139  193.255.135.33  128.101.168.25  a amoura  e bampis 0.9995  66.39.124.177  63.166.183.125  72.44.51.239  d audet  y savaria 0.9994  66.207.207.52  209.61.228.48  128.178.33.38  i ahmad  y he 1.0000  130.18.14.28  130.18.208.30  128.174.239.11  i banicescu  r cari√?o 0.9997  130.64.1.83  153.106.4.23  134.76.74.100  m atiquzzaman  p srimani 1.0000  128.175.14.182  128.174.231.193  128.200.85.19  a averbuch  e gabber 0.9999  130.74.120.3  129.72.2.182  150.214.109.5  a averbuch  m israeli 1.0000  164.67.86.89  204.134.131.27  129.177.16.246  s altekar  a ray 0.9998  128.150.4.107  160.91.4.41  142.58.111.32  p altevogt  a linke 0.9995  17.112.152.32  198.9.3.30  131.243.2.154  m ashworth  a lyne 1.0000  131.193.181.116  131.193.78.84  194.9.84.183  w allcock  j bester 0.9999  144.37.1.95  209.143.129.164  144.202.252.20  m aboelaze  d lee 0.9999  87.236.232.169  72.5.124.61  132.239.51.65  m atiquzzaman  m banat 0.9995  128.83.68.3  213.52.141.23  128.252.153.11  z du  f lin 1.0000  192.43.228.130  192.5.53.208  156.56.104.10  g antoniu  l boug√? 1.0000  94.124.120.11  165.123.34.126  128.59.66.9  i ahmad  s akramullah 0.9997  66.84.34.170  205.155.65.42  129.7.240.35  i ahmad  m dhodhi 1.0000  96.7.103.107  128.172.12.202  128.46.154.95  g balboni  g cabodi 0.9997  137.151.45.6  134.197.40.3  160.36.56.64  p amodio  l brugnano 0.9999  194.81.203.9  137.151.45.6  193.136.28.36  m angelaccio  m colajanni 0.9999  131.215.105.115  149.28.120.34  193.136.28.36  e babolian  l delves 0.9999  130.161.210.5  129.177.16.246  128.101.191.158  p amodio  n mastronardi 0.9999  130.161.210.5  128.100.4.14  13.1.64.42  j ag√?√≠  j jim√?nez 1.0000  132.175.81.3  129.132.46.11  132.175.81.4  p arbenz  m becka 0.9999  131.193.32.20  165.112.6.70  131.123.41.85  p arbenz  w gander 1.0000  129.12.4.59  212.138.39.90  152.78.68.142  c askew  d carpenter 0.9995  128.255.45.58  202.141.25.100  129.244.40.44  j allwright  d carpenter 1.0000  155.247.166.60  128.59.66.9  132.66.48.13  c arapis  s gibbs 0.9998  202.57.163.117  212.189.136.200  147.96.1.15  j baker  m shirel 0.9889  146.164.34.2  137.151.45.6  160.36.58.108  g alaghband    0.9997  129.72.2.182  150.214.109.5  141.51.167.67  m alef    0.9998  129.72.2.182  128.36.229.30  141.51.167.67  m alef    1.0000  128.227.74.66  140.221.8.232  192.20.225.32  r aiex  s binato 1.0000  169.229.131.81  155.98.27.201  144.214.130.198  g al‐rawi  j cioffi 1.0000  130.209.240.1  171.66.122.240  193.63.84.78  j al‐sadi  k day 0.9966  151.189.20.30  141.211.144.27  132.68.32.15  i bar‐on    0.9982  159.226.92.9  155.247.28.2  81.19.179.36  z bai    0.9983  130.39.187.21  134.193.2.78  147.96.1.15  m alsuwaiyel 1.0000  129.63.176.210  130.104.62.18  128.6.29.77  r aggarwal  d dellwo 1.0000  62.108.136.30  157.182.209.202  64.225.158.79  a awan  r ferreira 1.0000  74.208.30.134  131.193.181.116  128.183.61.67  a ananthanarayan  r balachandran 1.0000  147.96.1.15  132.175.81.4  208.215.179.146  r aversa  b martino 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1.0000  128.55.6.34  160.91.4.41  194.9.84.183  r aversa  b martino 1.0000  129.6.13.40  216.47.152.246  198.82.184.164  m alabdulkareem  s lakshmivarahan 1.0000  144.174.16.100  192.18.99.187  129.24.24.13  m ayed  j gaudiot 1.0000  64.82.97.56  128.6.68.133  195.83.132.161  d baz    1.0000  193.52.245.34  193.230.3.106  194.225.73.180  h ahrabian  a nowzari‐dalini 1.0000  132.194.10.4  141.217.48.33  208.110.160.59  j annot    1.0000  150.214.108.33  150.214.108.158  130.82.101.38  e alba  f luna 1.0000  128.42.17.41  69.72.138.172  165.124.180.106  h amman    1.0000  129.24.244.30  17.254.2.129  141.142.2.216  o axelsson  v eijkhout 1.0000  198.128.246.10  212.189.136.200  160.91.4.41  i ahmad    1.0000  128.95.22.12  89.105.124.116  129.177.16.246  l adams  e ong 1.0000  64.202.163.202  130.237.232.226  198.128.246.10  g almasi    1.0000  131.120.251.40  128.32.31.195  129.128.206.32  z baolin  l wenzhi 1.0000  65.79.173.117  198.82.185.31  128.101.35.207  g alaghband    1.0000  131.202.244.5  128.9.176.20  129.115.28.4  w amme  e zehendner 0.9843  137.158.59.4  209.217.33.166  137.222.102.8  s bangay  j gain 0.9775  143.84.24.63  206.210.75.203  202.141.25.96  v annamalai  c krishnamoorthy 0.9638  129.59.1.212  140.177.205.52  67.18.199.2  e adamides  p tsalides 0.9890  134.245.248.200  152.78.189.29  129.12.4.59  c addison  v getov 0.9842  147.251.3.47  128.42.205.122  152.2.1.217  r aversa  a mazzeo 0.9773  208.109.122.176  130.37.20.20  128.174.239.11  f arbab  p ciancarini 0.9680  67.192.251.145  216.128.29.26  209.40.98.58  g almasi  g paul 0.9680  128.32.63.27  128.148.32.110  129.110.10.36  h alnuweiri  v prasanna 0.9680  209.21.91.170  63.118.7.17  130.126.139.25  n bahoshy  d evans 0.9653  149.28.120.34  129.177.16.246  203.255.181.238  c baillie  g pawley 0.9731  128.83.68.134  129.114.58.17  129.177.16.249  m baker  k bowler 1.0000  130.245.142.129  132.177.4.32  192.101.104.50  c baillie    0.9863  128.248.155.51  192.138.151.104  129.127.43.96  j bakker    0.9865  130.238.168.34  64.170.98.32  63.84.220.237  b arafeh    0.9824  212.189.136.200  128.197.26.35  142.58.111.32  d barth    0.9658  192.48.178.165  128.30.2.140  132.68.32.15  p arbenz    0.9865  128.156.250.69  74.205.45.163  129.6.13.90  d banks    0.9854  128.4.10.31  81.252.67.151  129.237.125.27  j feo    0.9865  192.203.218.58  136.142.82.188  130.126.142.6  h barada    0.9847  129.64.2.21  198.81.200.2  128.180.120.39  s agostino    0.9650  192.5.53.208  209.242.166.3  129.34.20.3  t axelrod    0.9865  76.12.178.82  96.7.100.187  129.7.240.35  m dow     Table 6 summary statistics show that on average, clusters from sample A (a random selection of articles) and B (articles from the same journal) should contain 2.42 articles.  However, the mode indicates that a majority of clusters from both samples 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A and B have only one article.  The maximum measure shows that the clustering algorithm created a large cluster for both sample, with Sample B having fewer articles in its largest cluster (11 articles) than Sample A (15 articles).  Table 6: Manual Analysis Summary Statistics 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 One possible source of error is character translations, such as string case conversions that were not Unicode sensitive which may have introduced non‐ASCII information conversion errors.  Although the search engine supported Unicode queries, the conversion process included only those search results with the same converted Unicode representations.  Translation errors may explain why some searches produce no results, despite our expectation that that an entry exists in at least one source on the Internet, namely the DBLP database.   Another potential problem is from the initial paper selection process.  The majority of articles, 706,697 (60.47%), are from the 2,586 conference proceedings, whereas only 439,171 (37.58%) are from the 713 published journals.  Conference proceedings occur frequently (see Table 1), often annually, and the conference name may change to indicate the year or theme of the conference.  This makes the citation less reliable, resulting in an inability to retrieve a sufficiently large corpus of unique articles for a particular conference.        We used the Internet Protocol (IP) address of the source publication website as one of the features in the clustering algorithm.  The Internet does not have a system to enforce how a domain owner chooses their domain name.   To reduce 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some of the associated ambiguity, we rely on the IP address instead of the URL, however, we did not truncate the name of the server that hosts the article before the reverse DNS lookup.  Our concern is that there is no guarantee that the base URL has a web addressable IP address.  For instance, when presented with the address http://papers.published.com, if we further truncate the URL "papers.published.com" to its base domain of "published.com", we have no guarantee that published.com has a valid IP address.  Sub‐domains with different IP addresses would also be problematic. We also would like to investigate if using only the primary author increases clustering performance.  We should also exclude documents from the database that are websites, patents, and other extraneous documents that are not articles from journals. Applying simple author disambiguation techniques might reduce partitioning errors during the clustering process due to the lack of any name authority record control for authors and co‐authors.    
7 Conclusions 
  Bibliometric research relies on accurate citations.  The name of the journal or conference in which an article is published is one of the most important features used in bibliometrics.  Journal or conference names that are inaccurate or ambiguous result in errors in citation analysis.  We have presented a system that combines Internet‐based document surrogates and the first five author names with K‐means clustering to disambiguate the name of journal or conference.  The system weighs the URL based on an inverse host frequency index that uses the most prolific 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authors in the field.    To evaluate the quality of this approach we collected 1.18 million citations from the Digital Bibliography & Library Project (DBLP) data during February 2009. A descriptive analysis revealed that 60.86% of authors disseminate their work in conferences compared with 37.58% in journals. The number of authors per paper varied widely between one and 115, with an average of 2.54. We conducted a comprehensive manual analysis of clusters produced with two samples of 125‐articles. The first sample included a set of articles selected at random with no clusters containing an article from the same journal or conference. The majority (60%) of all clusters contained only one article resulting in the creation of a few large clusters having up to 15 articles. The k‐means algorithm did not place any of the seven article pairs from the same venue in the same cluster. The second sample considered articles selected from a single journal.  This sample created seven clusters of articles by the same author or co‐author.  This sample had fewer one article clusters (42%) than the first sample.    We conducted experiments to improve the K‐means clustering performance, by varying the number of samples from 100, 250, 1000, 2500, and 25,000 articles (see Section 5.2).  The results show that the articles were not evenly distributed among the clusters and that the algorithm assigned a large number of articles to a small number of clusters.   Our results suggest that additional features are required to disambiguate journal and conference names accurately.  As more than 60% of the DBLP articles are published at conferences future disambiguation efforts should focus on 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conference names. Such work is critical to support future bibliometric analyses. 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